
25/26: Safety 
standards and 
redundancy 
architectures



Review: escalation of safety
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Avoid faults

Detect faults

Failover

Intervention

Safety practices, safety 
culture

Hazop/FMEA/fault tree
Redundancy, doer/checker

Need more than 
promises/vibes to guide 

and assure this
→ Safety standards



Safety standards
Guide how to engineer for safety

How to assess risk
What SW processes/code standards to use
Which tools/components can be used
How much/what kinds of testing and formal verification

Auditable by 3rd party (with concrete process for approval!)
Different standards for different domains

Progression for automotive: MISRA -> IEC 61508 → ISO 26262 
→SOTIF/ISO21448 (→UL 4600?)
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Risk Matrices
A way of reasoning about the amount of risk of a hazardous event

IEC 61508 Consequence

Likelihood
(failures per year)

Catastrophic Critical Marginal Negligible

Multiple loss of life Single loss of life Major injuries Minor injuries at worst

Frequent > 10-3 I I I II

Probable 10-3 - 10-4 I I II III

Occasional 10-4-10-5 I II III III

Remote 10-5-10-6 II III III IV

Improbable 10-6-10-7 III III IV IV

Incredible < 10-7 III IV IV IVAcceptable

Tolerable (cost tradeoff)

Undesirable

Unacceptable
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Article source: Economist, July 17 1999
Image source

https://course.ece.cmu.edu/~ece649/lectures/20_critical_systems.pdf


Safety Integrity Levels
A (standards-based) target to attain for each safety function

Named SIL levels (IEC 61508 has SIL-1, SIL-2, SIL-3, SIL-4)
“high SIL” (4/D) means smallest acceptable failure rate (in ISO26262,  < 10-9 per hour)

confusingly, aviation flips this (“high SIL” is analogous to DAL-A)

Each SIL may require:
Maximum accepted risk of failure

Minimum accepted software quality

Minimum accepted redundancy architecture

All hardware to be certified at or above that level

Analysis and mitigation techniques
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Different standards for different domains

Image source 7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automotive_Safety_Integrity_Level


Standards inform practice
ISO 26262

Image source
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http://embeddedinembedded.blogspot.com/2017/11/iso-26262-part-67-software.html


9Image source

DO 178C

https://thecloudstrap.com/do-178c-objectives-list/
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https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/tr/pdf/ADA55
8107.pdf
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Image source

Traceability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DO-178C


Standards in the wild
Marketing/application

FPGAs (IEC 61508): Microchip functional safety page

Certification
Airplanes (DO-178C): FAA software approval guidelines

Development/recommendation
Automotive (ISO26262 + others): NHSTA study of 
safety standards
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https://www.microchip.com/en-us/products/fpgas-and-plds/functional-safety
https://www.microchip.com/en-us/products/fpgas-and-plds/functional-safety
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.gov/files/812285_electronicsreliabilityreport.pdf
https://www.nhtsa.gov/sites/nhtsa.gov/files/812285_electronicsreliabilityreport.pdf


“
Should cars be engineered to 
the same safety standards as 
planes?
⬢ Same rigor?
⬢ Legal requirement?
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source (NYTimes)

image source

Where 
standards 
break 
down

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/27/business/boeing-737-max-faa.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boeing_737_MAX_groundings


“
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Why would you want to mix 
low-SIL and high-SIL 

software/components in the 
same system?

How would you do it?
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Possible idea: mixed-SIL 
doer/checker

Doer

Behaving within safety 
envelope/functional requirement

Checker

Emergency operation

Failover: switch to different 
component
Intervention: alert/switch to human 
operator
Shutoff: turn off system

Safety properties

Checker must be higher SIL than doer
Must be confident detection/emergency 
operation won’t fail



“
What are some downsides to 
the mixed-SIL doer/checker 

architecture?
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Mixed-SIL Interference
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Critical task (high 
SIL)

Non-critical 
task (low SIL)

Memory

CPU

Watchdog

Power
Sensors
Communication
Other peripherals
….



Mixed-criticality systems: an 
active area
Examples:

⬢ AUTOSAR article
⬢ WITTENSTEIN article

What criteria would you use to select an 
industry solution/read past marketing hype?
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https://cdn.vector.com/cms/content/know-how/_technical-articles/AUTOSAR/AUTOSAR_TTTech_ElektronikAutomotive_201204_PressArticle_EN.pdf
https://www.highintegritysystems.com/downloads/white_papers/Embedded-Architectures-and-Mixed-SIL.pdf
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Additional ways to introduce 
redundancy

detect sensor failure with comparison (image source)

detect CPU fault with lockstep execution (image source)

https://www.embedded.com/architecture-of-safety-critical-systems/
https://www.edn.com/redundancy-for-safety-compliant-automotive-other-devices/


Hardware support for power
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source

https://www.ti.com/lit/fs/slva528d/slva528d.pdf?ts=1699259414389

